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I. 單字與結構: 60% 請由每題之 A、B、C、D 四個選項中選出最適合的答案。
1. She is used to wearing this ________ of perfume.
   A. brass  B. brain  C. breast  D. brand
2. The ice will _______ in the sun.
   A. enjoy  B. turn  C. stay  D. melt
3. The rose is a traditional _________ of love.
   A. symbol  B. nightmare  C. place  D. method
4. You have no ________ but wash the dishes.
   A. jacket  B. change  C. person  D. choice
5. Unfortunately, her _______ didn’t open after she jumped out of the plane.
   A. uniform  B. parachute  C. weapon  D. soldier
6. I bought some postcards as _______ of my trip to Rome.
   A. souvenirs  B. strategies  C. solutions  D. station
7. A sign at the train station says, “Please _______ for tickets.”
   A. eat up  B. get up  C. line up  D. wake up
8. I _______ a trip to Europe last month.
   A. sent  B. took  C. drew  D. flew
9. Excuse me, I’d like to ________ a double room for two nights.
   A. run  B. sleep  C. book  D. wash
10. Susan has a job in a supermarket, but she is only working there _______ until she finds a better position.
    A. quickly  B. temporarily  C. permanently  D. slowly
11. I didn’t get up early, so I missed the bus. If I _______ up early, I wouldn’t have missed the bus.
    A. hadn’t got  B. got  C. have got  D. had got
12. I beg your _________. Do you have the time?
    A. excuse  B. favor  C. pardon  D. interruption
13. I bought ________ of books yesterday.
    A. much  B. vast quantities  C. access to  D. a survey
14. After working so hard all week, it’s important to take time off and _______ at the weekend.
    A. replace  B. retire  C. reform  D. relax
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15. Fortune-tellers always claim that they can ________ the future.
   A. retire   B. applaud   C. moderate   D. foresee
16. The movie was so ________ that many people left early and asked for their money back.
   A. spectacular   B. fantastic   C. funny   D. terrible
17. Tom got hurt because of his ________.
   A. attention   B. carelessness   C. heartless   D. mind
18. Tim has been living in London for almost 25 years, so we take it for ________ that he speaks very good English.
   A. good   B. sure   C. granted   D. permitted
19. There were ________ pictures of the earthquake victims on the news.
   A. horrifying   B. beautiful   C. obscure   D. pleasant
20. I like to go shopping in that department store because the ________ there are very polite and nice.
   A. clerks   B. doctors   C. fans   D. passengers
21. I always carry a map ________ I get lost.
   A. if   B. because   C. in case   D. owing to
22. Make sure your ________ is very neat when you meet your employer.
   A. suitcase   B. watch   C. appearance   D. character
23. The accident ________ on the corner of Leaf Street and Maple Avenue.
   A. took place   B. took over   C. took out   D. took a bath
24. I’d like to ________ all of my old clothes to charity.
   A. collect   B. throw   C. abandon   D. donate
25. After the ________ performance, all the audience stood up and applauded.
   A. boring   B. marvelous   C. humble   D. ordinary
26. She paid her meal with a one-hundred-dollar ________.
   A. paper   B. bill   C. bank   D. deposit
27. Jane ________ going to Japan and has read every book she can about the country.
   A. looks forward to   B. waits for   C. decides to   D. wants to
28. Please don’t ________ the thing to others. We have to keep it a secret.
   A. adjust   B. expect   C. ignore   D. reveal
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29. A hundred years from now, many more things ________ invented to help blind people.
   A. have been   B. are   C. will have been   D. are being

30. Be patient – I’m sure good luck is ________.
   A. around the corner   B. on the couch   C. in the room   D. at the bottom

II. 段落填空 20% 請由每題之 A、B、C、D 四個選項中選出最適合的答案。

Tea is the world’s most popular drink, with over three million tons produced each year. And the good news is – it’s healthy. Tea is ________ in vitamins, minerals and antioxidants, which can ________ against cancer and other ________.

Researchers for the American Heart Association report that drinking two cups of tea a day should ________ the risk of heart disease by thirty percent. Other ________ of regularly drinking tea include more effective blood circulation and resistance to tooth decay.

31. A. rich   B. lack   C. full   D. poor
32. A. cure   B. protect   C. prevent   D. avoid
33. A. sick   B. illnesses   C. medicine   D. prescription
34. A. reduce   B. increase   C. accelerate   D. calm down
35. A. defeats   B. points   C. reasons   D. advantages

Creativity, by definition, means going against the tradition and breaking the rules. To be creative, you must dare ________, and courageously express your own outlook and ________ what makes you unique. But our society does not encourage children to break the rules.

The famous film director Ang Lee recalls his father’s disappointment with him when he was young. ________ a small child, he would pick up a broom and pretend to be playing guitar for the entertainment of family guests. Then, when he was studying film in college, he would exhaust himself just for a performance tour. His father, ________ always hoped that he would get a PhD and become a professor, ________ with a scoff: “What is all this nonsense?!" But it later turned out that it was exactly his courage to “rebel” and to express his own ideas that marks his films with distinct creativity.

36. A. rebel   B. to rebel   C. rebelling   D. be rebelled
37. A. take pride in   B. fall short of   C. get out of   D. keep up with
38. A. Since   B. For   C. To   D. As
39. A. who   B. while   C. that   D. when
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40. A. relieved  B. relaxed  C. relied  D. reacted

### III. 閱讀測驗 20% 請由每題之 A、B、C、D 四個選項中選出最適合的答案。

Ninety-two-year-old Tina Goodman, who regained her ability to walk, thanks to music. This is just one of the many stories in Fettaro’s book “The Healing Power of Music.” Fettaro tries to show just how important music is in our lives and how it can help us be healthy and happy.

According to Fettaro, music can make sick people well again. In fact, his book comes with a CD of recordings, each one specially designed to help with a number of health problems.

Fettaro, a well-known music therapist, promises that by reading his book, you will be able to develop the healing power of music in your life. He says this will help you fight headaches and back pain, as well as reduce stress and high blood pressure. The book is a thorough introduction to the history and practice of music therapy. Fettaro writes in a simple, easy-to-understand way and shows clearly how music can affect us all positively. His basic message – that music can improve our lives – is well-presented and clear. It may even be true that certain techniques covered here can help some people recover from some unpleasant health problems.

41. What was Tina Goodman’s problem?
   A. She could not sleep.
   B. She had many diseases.
   C. She could not walk.
   D. She could not listen to music.

42. What is John Fettaro’s job?
   A. He is a teacher.
   B. He is a musician.
   C. He is a music therapist.
   D. He is a doctor.

43. What is the basic message of Fettaro’s book?
   A. People have to read books.
   B. Music can improve people’s lives.
   C. Exercises bring health.
   D. A healthy and happy life.
44. What does “The Healing Power of Music” come with?
   A. A book.  B. A tape recorder.  C. A CD.  D. Fettaro’s signature.
45. According to John Fettaro, what cannot be cured by music?
   A. High blood pressure  
   B. Headache.  
   C. Backache.  
   D. Toothache.

Cat lovers and dog lovers have been debating which pet is better for a long time. Dog lovers say that their pets are smarter, more loyal, and friendlier than cats. They are also a lot fun to play with. Cats, on the other hand, are very clean and they don’t make much noise. Cats will sit quietly on your lap and look very cute when are playing, but they are also keen hunters. In the end, the only thing that matters is which animal you prefer, not which one is better.

46. What has been debated for a long time?
   A. whether cats or dogs are better  
   B. whether cats are clean and quiet  
   C. whether dogs are loyal and friendly  
   D. whether cats and dogs are smart

47. According to this reading passage, dog lovers think dogs are ……….
   A. faster  B. cuter  C. smarter  D. funnier

48. What is true about the reading passage?
   A. Cats only hunt with other cats.  
   B. Cats don’t hunt around dogs.  
   C. Cats are too quiet to hunt.  
   D. Cats are good at hunting.

49. What is the best title for the passage?

50. Which of the following statements is not true?
   A. Dogs are friendly and loyal.  
   B. Cats are quite animals.  
   C. Dogs are better animals than cats.  
   D. Both dogs and cats can play with human beings.
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